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I. Introduction

There are billboards throughout the streets of Argentina bearing a message hard to ignore: “If you have doubts about your identity call the Abuelas.”¹ The telephone number connects callers to the Abuelas de Plaza de Mayo (Grandmothers of the Plaza de Mayo) (“Abuelas”), who for the past twenty-eight years have searched for their children and grandchildren who disappeared during Argentina’s bloodiest reign of state terrorism. While Argentina has been plagued with governmental corruption and political instability for much of the past century, the March 24, 1976, military coup on the Perón government marked their culmination. The subsequent seven-year period, termed the “Dirty War,”³ involved acts of abduction, torture, mass murder, and the disappearance of tens of thousands of people,⁴ all disguised as “National Security.”⁵ After the coup, the


³ In re Extradition of Suarez-Mason, 694 F. Supp. 676, 679 n.2 (N.D. Cal. 1988) (defining “Dirty War,” or guerra sucia, as the military junta’s own description of its war against subversion).

⁴ U.S. Dep’t of State, Country Reports on Human Rights Practices, Argentina 2001 5 (2002) [hereinafter Country Reports, Argentina 2001], available at http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2001/wha/8278pf.htm (last visited Jan. 13, 2004). United States estimates suggest that between 10,000 and 15,000 disappearances occurred; some human rights groups believe the number is more than double that figure based on the number of people still missing. Id.

⁵ See Arditti, supra note 2, at 11–21. The doctrine of National Security was used to teach the military that Argentina was facing a threat from its own citizens—“subversives” who intended to undermine the traditional values of Argentine society. Id. at 11. Consequently, the Argentine government justified fighting an undeclared war on these internal foes because they posed more of a threat to the country than any foreign enemies. Id. at 12. The government used the doctrine of National Security to justify the kidnapping, torture, and murder of thousands of people. Id. at 13–14.
military junta dissolved the Argentine Constitution and in its place enacted the Statute for the Process of National Reorganization. Through this statute, the junta usurped the full range of executive, legislative, and judicial powers. Claiming to be the defenders of “tradition, family, and property,” the military categorized all opposition to its rule as subversive activity that had to be eliminated to protect and preserve Argentina. The leaders of the junta directed every branch of the military and police force to wage war against such subversion, launching the most brutal campaign of terror and repression in Argentine history.

The military regime practiced a method of repression likened to Hitler’s Nacht und Nebel Erlass (Night and Fog Decree), in which subversive citizens were made to disappear without a trace. Men, women, and children from all social classes were abducted, as were the elderly, the infirm, and the disabled. Thousands of people went missing, “never to be seen again.” A large number were taken to one of the regime’s hundreds of clandestine detention centers to be tortured. In fact, during its war on subversion, the military junta employed methods of torture “so brutal, so inhuman, that were they not so well-documented they would challenge belief.” Despite the widespread atrocities, the judiciary acquiesced in the disappearances by denying approximately 80,000 writs of habeas corpus, and many of the lawyers seeking writs were disappeared themselves.

Perhaps the most disturbing institution of terror created by the junta was an unprecedented and systematic plan to steal and sell the babies of its victims. Approximately 500 babies were born in captivity to mothers who would never hold or even see them, mothers who were kept alive only long enough to give birth. Military officers waited outside make-
shift maternity wards like “macabre expectant fathers,” ready to steal the infants at the first opportunity.\footnote{Linda Diebel, “They Died for Their Beliefs”: Orphans of Terror, Toronto Star, Feb. 20, 2000, available at LEXIS, News Library, Toronto Star File.}

Forced to accept the near-certain deaths of their children, the Abuelas de Plaza de Mayo focused on the possibility that their grandchildren were still alive and could be found.\footnote{See Lauenstein, supra note 15, available at LEXIS, News Library, Deutsche Presse-Agentur File.} Using old-fashioned detective work as well as cutting-edge scientific techniques, the Abuelas campaigned to restore their grandchildren to their biological families and provide them with their true identities. In so doing, the Abuelas worked toward preserving the future and identity of Argentina. President and founding Abuelas member Estela Barnes de Carlotto explains: “Even though the crime of child stealing affects this child, . . . the real family of the child is also a victim with rights . . . . It is also a crime which affects the whole of society.”\footnote{Wayne Adams, Loved in Cold Blood, Herald Sun (Melbourne), Oct. 21, 2001, at Z16.} Indeed, a sister organization depicts the war on subversion as endangering the very identity of Argentine society.\footnote{See Marguerite Guzman Bouvard, Revolutionizing Motherhood: The Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo 43 (1994) (quoting Madres de Plaza de Mayo, 12 Boletín informativo (Buenos Aires), Dec. 1983).}

Although the Dirty War junta regime committed numerous abhorrent crimes during its rule, this Article addresses the crime most despised and repudiated by Argentine society—the theft of its citizens’ children. Specifically, the Article recounts and analyzes the actions the Abuelas took to restore their families, demonstrating that advocacy at a grassroots level can precipitate national reform and effectively shape domestic and international law. The Abuelas were so successful in their efforts in part because they rejected the government’s notion that silence and impunity best served Argentina. They instead pursued a crusade for what they believed was necessary for Argentina’s future—the restoration of families—leading ultimately to a more truthful and open society.

Part II of this Article presents a brief political history of Argentina and examines the perverse logic that enabled the military regime to commit such a range of human rights atrocities. This Part also introduces the concept and plight of the “disappeared” and their children. Part III discusses the fall of the military regime and explores Argentina’s half-hearted attempt to restore democracy and its near-immediate frustration by presidential pardons and the passage of the Full Stop and Due Obedience amnesty laws. Part IV introduces the organizations formed by the family members of those who disappeared, specifically profiling the Abuelas de Plaza de Mayo. The Part examines the Abuelas’ crusade to identify and reunify their families by chronicling the processes they used to re-
store the identities of their grandchildren, such as harnessing new developments in scientific and forensic technologies and fostering changes in the Argentine adoption laws.

Part V explores the Abuelas’ broader political and social impact on Argentina and the international community as a result of challenging their children’s and grandchildren’s lack of legal redress for the crimes committed against them. The Abuelas’ quest culminated in both official recognition that the military regime had instituted a systematic method of abduction and illegal adoption of their grandchildren and in the international community’s appreciation of the grave human rights violations of the Dirty War. Part VI argues that, due to the continuing instability of Argentine governance, the Abuelas’ work remains essential to preserve the future of Argentina. The Abuelas’ mission must be carried into the future by emerging groups such as the HIJOS, an organization formed by the Abuelas’ recovered grandchildren. The Article concludes with the Abuelas’ successful campaign to have the right to identity recognized by the 1989 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child and underscores the need for continued efforts to prevent the reoccurrence of the atrocities that years of silence and impunity caused Argentina.

II. The Dirty War’s Imposition of Silence and Impunity

Decades of corruption and poor governance, culminating in the Perón regime, left the Argentine economy in disarray and its characteristically proud and nationalistic citizens impoverished. The Argentines of the late 1970s, wanting to believe that their leaders had their best interests in mind, placed their faith in the military junta that replaced the Perón government. As is true of the rise to power of most fascist regimes, the people of Argentina did not know the true nature of their new government until after it began its plan to “restore” Argentina by eliminating those it deemed dangerous.20

A. President Videla and the Process of National Reorganization

Two days after the 1976 coup on the Perón government, the military pronounced General Jorge Rafael Videla the de facto president.21 The leadership, including one senior officer each from the army, navy, and air force—General Videla, Admiral Emilio Eduardo Massera, and Brigadier General Orlando R. Agosti, respectively—assumed the presidency with a plan called the Process for National Reorganization.22 Under this plan,
the Congress, provincial legislatures, municipal councils, political parties, trade unions, and professional and student associations were dissolved immediately. All Supreme Court judges were removed and replaced with new judges appointed by the junta.

Amidst this upheaval, the junta stressed that the country was not entering a period of revolution but was instead being rescued by a plan that would eradicate subversion and promote the economy. Ostensibly to combat left-wing terrorism, the regime escalated the state-sanctioned eradication of subversion that had been officially decreed under Isabel Perón’s presidency. The military adopted a war on subversion that expanded to include even the most minor protests. Those opposed to the Process for National Reorganization were warned to “make themselves invisible, or they would be made to vanish.”

B. The Disappeared

The people of Argentina initially did not protest the conduct of the new regime. Tired of inflation, appalled by the unstable Perón administration, and fearful of terrorism, they most wanted order. However, during “the first sixteen days of the new de facto government, 152 individuals died in political violence,” and the Argentine people quickly realized the true nature of what was happening. According to a source from the underground press, by September 1976 the regime was responsible for the commission of an average of thirty abductions each day—“the whereabouts of only 1 percent of the victims [were] verified—'[t]he other 99 percent . . . had to be given up for dead.’” From these abductions, a new word came into common usage: desaparecidos, the “disappeared.” Desaparecido was the word used by the junta to deny the kidnapping, torture, and slaying of thousands of Argentines. Described as someone who was “absent forever,” a desaparecido’s “destiny” was to “vanish.”

Black Ford Falcons, the car of the Argentine Anti-Communist

---

24 Id. at 22.
25 NUNCA MÁS, supra note 9, at 386.
26 FEITLOWITZ, supra note 8, at 22.
27 Id. at 6–7. Isabel Perón issued Decree Number 261 authorizing the eradication of “subversive elements” during the chaos that followed her assumption of her late husband’s office. Id. at 6.
29 FEITLOWITZ, supra note 8, at 32.
30 Id. at 6.
31 Id. at 25.
32 Id. (quoting LA PRENSA CLANDESTINA 50 (Horacio Verbitsky ed., 1985)).
33 Id. at 49.
34 Id. The Nazis were the original developers of the concept of making individuals disappear. Nazi policy stated: “The prisoners will disappear without a trace. It will be impossible to glean any information as to where they are or what will be their fate.” Id. at 51.
35 Id. at 49 (quoting General Roberto Viola, Army Day Speech (May 29, 1979)). Gen-
Alliance ("Triple A") death squads, became the symbol of the disappearances. Conspicuously lacking license plates, they cruised the streets for victims. Conspicuously lacking license plates, they cruised the streets for victims.36 Those seized were transported to clandestine detention centers37 and ultimately killed.

The government was not able to keep the disappearances hidden from the public, because almost everyone knew of someone who had a friend or loved one abducted.38 Prominent among the disappeared were journalists, trade unionists, and lawyers.39 Very few of those kidnapped had any direct involvement in the leftist terrorist groups whose existence was the initial aim of the government’s extermination campaign.40 Others had only a tenuous connection to these groups—as friends, acquaintances, or sometimes just names found in the address books of victims.41

The typical sequence for those abducted during the Dirty War was disappearance, torture, and then death.42 Under the regime, detainees suffered at the hands of captors who had no need to answer to the public or the judicial system nor incentive to return their prisoners alive.43


38 Nunca Más, supra note 9, at xiv.

39 Id.


41 Nunca Más, supra note 9, at xiv. During the 1996 murder trial of a Swedish-Argentine girl, Dagmar Hagelin, a friend of Captain Adolfo Astiz confessed that Hagelin had been kidnapped accidentally because her name was in a “guerilla’s” address book. Marcela Valente, Argentina: Pressure Builds for Action on the Disappeared, INTER PRESS SERV., May 14, 1996, available at 1996 WL 10242722.

42 Feitlowitz, supra note 8, at 51.

Most of them lived the rest of their lives in the detention centers, hooded or blindfolded, forbidden to talk to one another, hungry, living in filth. The center of their lives—dominating the memories of those who survived—was torture. They were tortured, almost without exception, methodically, sadistically, sexually, with electric shocks and near-drownings and constant beatings, in the most humiliating possible way, not to discover information—very few had any information to give—but just to break them spiritually as well as physically, and to give pleasure to their torturers. Most of those who survived the torture were killed. 

Nunca Más, supra note 9, at xvi.

43 Crassweller, supra note 36, at 372 (citing Richard Gillespie, Soldiers of Perón: Argentina’s Montoneros 245 (1982)).
C. Babies Born in Captivity

At the Navy Mechanics School, Admiral Massera “created the regime’s largest and perhaps most brutal concentration camp.”\(^{44}\) Called the ESMA (Escuela Mecánica de la Armada), it was considered the “Argentine Auschwitz.”\(^{45}\) Among those detained and tortured were young pregnant women.\(^{46}\) At both the ESMA and Campo de Mayo Hospital, the junta set up makeshift maternity wards where these women were either given serums or forced to undergo Caesarean sections to accelerate birth.\(^{47}\) During delivery, the women were blindfolded and tied to beds by their hands and feet.\(^{48}\) Pregnant detainees rarely survived,\(^{49}\) and their babies were given to “politically acceptable” parents—families with some connection to the regime.\(^{50}\) The regime was able to reap considerable profits during the Dirty War from illegal adoption because of the high number of pregnant detainees.\(^{51}\) This illicit business was so well-organized that some couples were able to choose their baby based on a captive mother’s looks and education.\(^{52}\) Descriptions of imprisoned pregnant women were provided to military couples seeking babies; those with fair skin and blue eyes were at a premium.\(^{53}\) Prospective adoptive mothers visited the detained pregnant women, ensuring that they received special treatment to promote healthy deliveries.\(^{54}\) Once born, the babies were given to their adoptive parents, and their real mothers were systematically killed, ensuring permanent severance of all biological ties.\(^{55}\) The junta’s goal was erasure of family identities.\(^{56}\)

\(^{44}\) Feitlowitz, supra note 8, at 25; see also Nunca Más, supra note 9, at 121–34.
\(^{45}\) Feitlowitz, supra note 8, at 25.
\(^{46}\) Nunca Más, supra note 9, at 288.
\(^{47}\) Id. at 295.
\(^{48}\) Id.
\(^{49}\) See Arditti, supra note 2, at 24.
\(^{52}\) Feitlowitz, supra note 8, at 67.
\(^{53}\) Diebel, supra note 16, available at LEXIS, News Library, Toronto Star File; see also Jan McGirk, Stolen Children; The Babies Adopted by Their Parents’ Killers, MIRROR, May 2, 2000 at 14–15 (detailing that “[t]he only ones who mattered were the newborns—if they were white.” Less ‘desirable’ children, who were too old to retrain or too dark to be brought up as conservative right-wing citizens, were slaughtered like their parents”); Marcela Valente, Rights—Argentina: Six Officers Arrested in Adoption Scandal, INTER PRESS SERV., Jan. 10, 2000 [hereinafter Valente, Six Officers Arrested] (describing how adoptive parents did not want the “little dark babies,” only the “little white ones”), available at 2000 WL 4089352.
\(^{55}\) Feitlowitz, supra note 8, at 67.
\(^{56}\) Id.
Although not wishing to relinquish its power, the junta increasingly found itself the target of human rights organizations as word of the desaparecidos made its way to the international community.\textsuperscript{57} The junta’s position was further weakened by its own avarice, corruption, and internal fracturing of military alliances.\textsuperscript{58} As a means to deflect the attention of the Argentine people from the worsening economy and the ongoing activity of the Triple A, the government made an ill-advised attempt to wrest control of the Falkland Islands from the British in April 1982.\textsuperscript{59} Rather than create a smokescreen for the junta’s activities or rally domestic support, this effort resulted in the withdrawal of all economic and diplomatic relations with Argentina by two powerhouses of the Western world, the United States and Great Britain, and proved to be the death knell for the junta government.\textsuperscript{60}

The junta regime attempted to hide its atrocities with a policy of denial and willful ignorance. Despite the staggering numbers of Argentines who disappeared and survivors’ reports of torture, the regime steadfastly denied the existence of concentration camps and political prisoners when questioned by foreign governments and reporters,\textsuperscript{61} imposing a type of official silence around the disappearances. Those disappearances the regime did acknowledge were attributed to desaparecidos’ own choices to “have disappeared in order to live clandestinely to dedicate themselves to subversion,” or to the subversive organizations themselves, by claiming that they had killed the missing people as traitors to the cause.\textsuperscript{62} The regime further attempted to secure its safety through amnesty laws, very nearly achieving complete impunity.\textsuperscript{63}

\textbf{A. The Final Report and the Attempt to Restore Democracy}

In April 1983, as it prepared to leave power, the regime released the \textit{Documento Final} (Final Report), which proclaimed victory in its fight against subversion.\textsuperscript{64} There was no explanation or apology, only justification for the actions of the nine military leaders, who took full responsibility for the planning and execution of the Dirty War.\textsuperscript{65} General Viola

\begin{footnotes}
\item[57] See \textit{Arditti, supra} note 2, at 37–40.
\item[58] \textit{Id.} at 41.
\item[59] \textit{Id.} at 42.
\item[60] \textit{Id.}
\item[61] \textit{Feitlowitz, supra} note 8, at 28.
\item[62] \textit{Id.} (citing 2 \textsc{Oscar Troncoso, El proceso de reorganización nacional}, 63–64 (1985)).
\item[63] See infra Part III.C.
\item[64] \textit{Feitlowitz, supra} note 8, at 12. The \textit{Documento Final} was published by the press on April 28, 1983, and the entire report was read over national television. \textit{Id.} at 12–13.
\item[65] See \textit{In re Extradition of Suarez-Mason}, 694 F. Supp. 676, 683 (N.D. Cal. 1988).
\end{footnotes}
told Argentines that certain people would be “absent forever,” that no secret detention centers existed, and no further information or explanations would be forthcoming.66 The Final Report underscored the regime’s determination to keep all dialogue on its crimes in the past, fostering a culture of silence and impunity.

In an attempt to restore democracy to Argentina, national elections were held in late 1983.67 Dr. Raúl Alfonsín was elected president and pledged to investigate and address the abuses of the prior regime.68 He immediately appointed the Comisión Nacional sobre la Desaparición de Personas (“CONADEP”) to investigate and report on Dirty War atrocities.69 CONADEP took thousands of sworn statements from victims who survived abduction and torture, the families and friends of the desaparecidos, and any witnesses willing to come forward.70 Nine months later, CONADEP published its work as a detailed and explicit account of Argentina’s Dirty War entitled Nunca Más (Never Again).71

Nunca Más, a “report from Hell,”72 described in painful detail the systematic, brutal torture and murder of those disappeared under the junta’s rule.73 Compiled from more than 50,000 pages of documented testimonies, it confirmed the deaths of many of the desaparecidos and graphically described their torture.74 The report revealed over 340 secret detention camps in which 1300 people were held captive before their final disappearances.75 It identified a staggering 8960 missing76 and illustrated that the overwhelming majority of victims were clearly innocent of any substantive links with organizations opposed to the regime.77

---

66 Feitlowitz, supra note 8, at 13.
67 Crassweller, supra note 36, at 373.
68 Nunca Más, supra note 9, at xvi.
69 Id. The first clause of the decree establishing CONADEP asserts that the “question of human rights transcends governments, it is the concern of civil society and the international community.” Id. at 428. CONADEP aimed to investigate and understand the events surrounding the disappeared. To ensure objectivity, it was comprised of a diverse group of human rights activists. Id. Five departments directed the various aspects of CONADEP’s duties: depositions, documentation and data processing, procedures, legal affairs, and administrative issues. Id. at 429. CONADEP received assistance from various international human rights groups, the United Nations, and the Organization of American States. Id. at 429–30. Portions of its report, including complete testimonies, are available at http://www.nuncamas.org.

71 Rock, supra note 28, at 394.
72 Nunca Más, supra note 9, at xi.
73 Id.
74 Id. at 1.
75 Id. at 447.
76 Id. at 284. Commission Chair Ernesto Sabato stated that it was likely that this figure was an underestimate because fear of reprisals continued to prevent many families from reporting disappearances. Id. at 5.
77 Id. at 448.
combat were in fact killed in simulated military confrontations or in contrived attempts to escape from detention centers. Through these findings, Nunca Más first broke the silence surrounding the disappeared and began the process of revealing the truth.

B. The Military Trial

Armed with CONADEP’s extensive findings, Alfonsín had the nine ex-commanders of the first three juntas charged and tried for their crimes. Known in Argentina as “the trial of the century,” the military trial held the nation’s full attention for five months. The six judges were drawn from diverse backgrounds and political parties to ensure their independence from the Alfonsín administration. Aided by evidence gathered by the Abuelas, public prosecutor Dr. Julio César Strassera brought 711 charges for murder, torture, rape, robbery, and illegal detention against the junta leaders.

The spell of silence and impunity could not be fully broken, however. As a result of the trial, while five generals received sentences ranging from four-and-a-half years to life, the remaining four were found innocent. Furthermore, all nine were acquitted of the charge of the theft of children and the substitution of their identities, thereby absolving them from any responsibility for the hundreds of children that disappeared. The result of the tribunals outraged human rights groups, “which considered the punishment insufficient and indeed dangerous, for it could help lay the foundation for a culture of impunity.”

80 Arditti, supra note 2, at 45.
81 Nunca Más, supra note 9, at xx.
82 Arditti, supra note 2, at 45; see also The Vanished Gallery, Argentina Military Junta Members, Top Officers, and Ministers (detailing the crimes and sentences of various junta members), at http://www.yendor.com/vanished/junta.html (last visited Jan. 15, 2004).
83 The court heard the testimony of over 800 survivors, relatives of the desaparecidos, former government members, military officers, human rights activists, and scientific experts. Arditti, supra note 2, at 45. “Many of the witnesses had much the same story to tell the court: the story of abduction and torture made familiar by Nunca Más;” Nunca Más, supra note 9, at xxi. The prosecutors attacked the regime’s actions as “ferocious, clandestine, and cowardly” and emphasized the contradictions inherent in its defenses. Arditti, supra note 2, at 45, 46. Those on trial denied the charges while at the same time arguing that their actions were justified because the country had been in a state of war. Id. at 46. Strassera aptly contended that “either there was no war, in which case the generals were common criminals, or there had been a war, in which case they were war criminals.” Id. (quoting Jorge Camarasa et al., El juicio: Proceso al horror 193–95 (1985)). Strassera concluded the junta trial with a phrase he made famous in Argentina: “Your Honours, I shall renounce any pretensions to originality, by using an expression which is not mine, but which belongs to the Argentine people. Your Honours: Never Again.” Id.
84 Arditti, supra note 2, at 46.
85 Id.
courts, however, the military demanded complete exoneration, arguing that their actions had been necessary to protect the nation’s security. The trials nonetheless signaled a change in the judicial climate—for the first time the juntas were held at least partially responsible for their massive violations of human rights.

C. Roadblocks to Justice: The Amnesty Laws and Presidential Pardons

After the trials, hundreds of new cases of human rights violations were brought before Argentine courts. The military, fearing the prosecution of several hundred of its middle-ranking officers, staged revolts against the Alfonsín government, forcing the President to declare yet another state of siege. To appease the military, Alfonsín passed the first of two amnesty laws, the Full Stop, or Final Point, law, which severely limited the number of cases that could be brought to trial. The Full Stop law set a sixty-day statute of limitations for all trials related to the Dirty War, which expired on February 23, 1987. Human rights groups worked around the clock to file their claims, but ultimately hundreds of cases were dropped, and hundreds of repressors benefited from the passage of the law.

Still unsatisfied, the military staged yet another violent revolt, prompting Alfonsín to push through a second amnesty law, the Law of Due Obedience. This law limited the scope of prosecutions that could be brought against the military. It was premised on the position that military members were culpable to varying degrees—those who gave orders, those who followed orders, and those who simply committed excesses. The law established a conclusive presumption that all subordinate officers who were following superior orders were the least criminally culpable and therefore presumed innocent.

86 Id.
87 Id.
88 Id.
91 Feitlowitz, supra note 8, at 14 (citing CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS LEGALES Y SOCIALES, CULPABLES PARA LA SOCIEDAD IMPUNES POR LA LEY (1998)).
92 See Arditti, supra note 2, at 47–48.
95 Id.
Beset by a myriad of political and economic problems, Alfonsín resigned several months before his presidency was over. In May 1989, Peronist Carlos Saúl Menem captured a clear majority of voters by issuing an ultimatum: “Me or chaos.” Justice for the disappeared suffered a further setback when Menem immediately pardoned all high-ranking military officials who were not protected by the amnesty laws. A year later, he pardoned all members of the junta who had been convicted in the trials of 1985. The Menem pardons thus allowed the masterminds of the Dirty War atrocities to serve only small parts of their sentences. Any advances that had been made through the original trials lost all force as the new government officially sanctioned the unofficial impunity that the Dirty War regime had cultivated for itself through silence and fear.

IV. REUNIFICATION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

In order for the Abuelas to reunify their families and vindicate their lost children, they were forced to tear down the walls of silence built by the junta regime. Even though most Argentine people did not accept the military’s attempts to minimize its crimes, the Abuelas’ task of public motivation was formidable in scope and glacial in progress. Moreover, never far in the background was the very real issue of the disappeared children themselves: just how does one tell hundreds of children and young adults that their entire lives have been based on lies and governmental deception?

A. The Mothers and Grandmothers of the Plaza de Mayo

Despite the atmosphere of fear that pervaded Argentina during the junta regime, two groups of women—representing the mothers and grandmothers of the disappeared—began protesting the disappearances of their relatives and striving for the reunification of their families. In this way, an initially small group of women spearheaded what became a catalyzing campaign to defy the repression of the junta. The first group to form, the Madres de Plaza de Mayo ("Madres")—the mothers of the

98 See id.
99 See id.
disappeared—embarked on a crusade to obtain information about their missing children, refusing to believe the government’s professed ignorance of their whereabouts.101 Fourteen women assembled in the main square of Buenos Aires on April 30, 1977, for the first of many silent demonstrations.102 Their ritual circling of the Pyramid of Mayo monument grew out of pressure from the police to circulate because the regime prohibited public assembly; the Madres walked counterclockwise to show their defiance.103 No meeting was without risk: the Madres’ movements were followed by military machine guns aimed from the rooftops of every building in the Plaza, they were harassed by mounted police, and they were threatened with dogs.104 The military labeled the Madres “the mothers of terrorists”105 and ridiculed them as “las locas de la Plaza de Mayo.”106 The tactics used by the police to discourage the Madres—including abducting members of their group107—strengthened their resolve to stand up to the dictatorship and fight to find their missing children.

Six months later, in October 1977, the Abuelas joined the Madres in the search for missing children.108 While the Madres demanded both the return of their children and punishment for their captors, the Abuelas had a sharper focus—to find the living.109 They called them los desaparecidos con vida (the living disappeared), referring to the babies who were taken from the Abuelas’ murdered daughters and sons.110 The Abuelas were not motivated by revenge but by a desire simply to know that their grandchildren were alive and well.111 The Abuelas determined that more than 500 babies born in detention centers were adopted illegally,112 and they scoured hospitals and orphanages looking for them.113 They examined birth

101 See id.
102 FEITLOWITZ, supra note 8, at 3. The Madres’ national base of operations is the centrally located Casa de las Madres. BOUVARD, supra note 19, at 223. There are sixteen branches of the Madres worldwide. Asociación Madres de Plaza de Mayo, Grupos de Apoyo, at http://www.madres.org. Azucena Villaflor de Devincrenti, the Madres’ founding president, had the idea of demonstrating in the Plaza, symbolically “knocking on [President] Videla’s door.” FEITLOWITZ, supra note 8, at 191.
103 BOUVARD, supra note 19, at 70.
104 FEITLOWITZ, supra note 8, at 162.
105 ROCK, supra note 28, at 385.
106 FEITLOWITZ, supra note 8, at 33–34.
107 NUNCA MÁS, supra note 9, at 422; see also FEITLOWITZ, supra note 8, at 191 (noting that Madres founder Azucena Villaflor de Devincrenti was kidnapped from her home on December 10, 1977, and is believed to have died in the ESMA).
108 FEITLOWITZ, supra note 8, at 67–68.
110 ARDIITI, supra note 2, at 51. While the Abuelas maintain that their work is for two generations, their primary success in reuniting families has been with their grandchildren. Id.
112 ARDIITI, supra note 2, at 50.
certificates and adoption records and attempted to gather information from doctors and nurses who attended the births. Their efforts, however, were often thwarted when those who gave information subsequently disappeared as well.\footnote{Id.; see also Annual Report of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 1987–1988, Inter-Am. C.H.R. ch. 5, § 1, OEA/Ser.L/V/II.74, doc.10 (1988) [hereinafter IACHR, Annual Report, 1987–1988], available at http://www.cidh.oas.org/annualrep/87.88eng/TOC.chap5.htm#I (last visited Jan. 15, 2004).}

The Abuelas worked as part human rights advocates and part detectives in search of their grandchildren and vowed “not [to] rest until as much of the truth as possible [was] known.”\footnote{LaFranchi, Relentless Grandmothers, supra note 50, at 1, available at 1999 WL 5383480.} They insisted that they “owe[d] that to [their] children, to find their children and tell them who their parents were, . . . that they were good, life-loving young people like them who died for a principle.”\footnote{NUNCA MÁS, supra note 9, at 302.} The Abuelas described their formation as “[getting] together and organize[ing] a group to look for the disappeared children, at first thinking that there were just a few of us, and then realizing to our horror that there were hundreds of us.”\footnote{Id. at 55.} They came together much as the Madres did—meeting in secret, passing notes in public,\footnote{Arditti, supra note 2, at 54.} and communicating in code.\footnote{Id. at 59.} They shared information and helped each other fill in the missing pieces in the stories of their children’s disappearances.\footnote{Id. at 64.} They reached out to each other and to the international community.\footnote{Id. at 103. In their “campaign designed to recruit the support of the Argentine people, [t]he Grandmothers plastered the city with posters and distributed thousands of leaflets with children’s pictures . . . . By 1997 the Grandmothers’ Association had received over 8,000 anonymous tips and pieces of information . . . .” Id.} They wrote to international human rights groups and organizations, foreign embassies, newspapers, politicians, the Vatican, and the United Nations.\footnote{Id. at 107.} By working tirelessly and following thousands of clues supplied in response to press coverage of their search, they began to find their grandchildren.\footnote{CBS News 60 Minutes: Argentina’s Dirty War (CBS television broadcast, Apr. 23, 2000), available at 2000 WL 4212887.}

**B. Identifying the Children**

Matilde Artés’s daughter Graciela and granddaughter Carlita were abducted in 1976.\footnote{Id. at 107.} Matilde discovered that her granddaughter was still alive through a prisoner who survived the ESMA.\footnote{Id. at 107.} The survivor told Matilde...
that her daughter had been tortured but that before she disappeared she wrote her baby’s name in blood on the prison wall. With only that information and the determination to bring her daughter’s child home, Matilde marched on the Plaza de Mayo for almost a decade carrying a photo she had of Carlita as a baby. Matilde sought the help of the Abuelas, who in turn appealed to the citizens of Argentina with hundreds of pictures posted in the streets of Buenos Aires. Remarkably, Carlita recognized herself while watching television and seeing a woman carrying a poster with her picture and the words: “Carlita, nine months of age, disappeared.” Fearful of having Carlita’s true identity revealed, her adoptive family went into hiding with her and prepared to flee the country to continue to raise her under a false identity. Ultimately, Carlita was found and reunited with her grandmother.

This reunification illustrates the potential success of identification by traditional investigative method. However, both tenacity and technology were required to catalyze the large-scale reunifications the Abuelas sought. In order to “restore . . . their [grandchildren’s] proper identit[ies], allowing them to grow up without secrets or lies,” the Abuelas sought assistance from the international scientific community to establish proof of biological affiliation. Spurred by the Abuelas’ determination, Dr. Mary-Claire King of Berkeley, California, performed research which determined that, because a child’s DNA genetic sequence is so specific, it “is shared only with the mother or certain other maternal relatives.” Therefore, genetic matching could be performed with a child’s maternal grandparents to prove a child’s identity beyond doubt.
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127 Id.
128 Id. When Carlita mentioned the poster to her father, Eduardo Alfredo Ruffo, a known ESMA torturer, he beat her. Id.
130 ARDITTI, supra note 2, at 108.
131 Id. at 103.
133 DNA Key to Tracing Kidnap Victims, GUARDIAN, Jan. 17, 1989, at 1 [hereinafter DNA Key]. Dr. King stated that mitochondrial DNA-matching can prove a child’s identity if it matches any one of many possible maternal relatives. Id.
This breakthrough technique ultimately enabled scientists and the judiciary to prove many disappeared persons’ identities conclusively and to disprove false claims of parentage of some children who had disappeared.135 The Abuelas celebrated their first success in 1984, when DNA testing proved with 99.98% certainty the identity of one of their missing grandchildren.136 Paula Eva Logares was seized with her biological parents in Uruguay in 1977.137 Her parents never returned,138 but Paula was found living with an ex-police chief who took her from the detention center where Paula’s parents were last seen.139 Court-ordered genetic testing proved Paula’s identity conclusively, and she was returned to her grandmother.140 Scientific methodology has reshaped adopted children’s abilities to know their true identities, as illustrated by numerous cases of reunification of the Abuelas with their grandchildren.141 The use of genetic science which had been traditionally used to identify the dead could now enable the identification and reunification of the living.142

C. The Abuelas’ Fight Leads to a Governmental Reckoning

Through the expansion of traditional forensic science, the Abuelas brought the human rights abuses committed against their children to the attention of the international community. Although forensic anthropology had been used for decades in criminal investigations, it was not until 1984, at the urging of the Abuelas, that it was used as a human rights tool.143 The Abuelas faced almost insurmountable difficulties obtaining justice for their children and grandchildren. Accusations of human rights violations are typically hard to substantiate, often supported only by witness testimony.144 In the cases of those who disappeared, their relatives

135 See DNA Key, supra note 133, at 1.
137 Gabriella Gamini, Babies of the “Disappeared” Take Revenge, TIMES (London), Nov. 2, 1999 [hereinafter Gamini, Babies of the “Disappeared”].
138 Nunca Más, supra note 9, at 257.
139 See Gamini, Babies of the “Disappeared,” supra note 137; see also Nunca Más, supra note 9, at 257.
140 Smith, Sought by Argentina, supra note 14, available at 1998 WL 2269952. The tests compare “blood type, proteins, enzymes, and histocompatibility (compatibility between tissues) . . . . Paula’s was the first case to use the new method.” Id. However, Paula was not returned to her grandmother until long after DNA tests proved her identity. “For years Paula lived with her illegal captors knowing they had lied to her.” Gamini, Babies of the “Disappeared,” supra note 137.
142 Arditti, supra note 2, at 78 (citing Victor B. Penchas, Implicaciones Sociales y Científicas de Nuestra Lucha, in Filiación, Identidad, Restitución: 15 AÑOS DE LUCHA DE ABUELAS DE PLAZA DE MAYO 32, 32 (Estela Barnes de Carloto et al. eds., 1995)).
could not produce bodies or other essential forms of evidence, and the
military’s destruction of all documentation that recorded its abuses ren-
dered futile attempts to bring charges against the junta officers. 145

While the Abuelas originally relied on forensic science to provide
factual accounts of their loved ones’ fates, it became apparent that the
data they gathered could help prevent the military and Argentine citizens
from ignoring the mass human rights abuses committed in their country
and could build legal cases against the killers of those who disappeared. 146
For example, Laura, daughter of Estela Barnes de Carlotto, was kid-
napped in 1977 when she was pregnant. 147 When Estela learned from
ESMA prisoners’ testimony that her daughter had given birth to a baby
boy while in captivity, she quit her job as a school principal to search full
time for her grandson. 148 When the military denied knowledge of the ex-
istence her grandchild, 149 Estela enlisted the help of renowned American
forensic anthropologist Dr. Clyde Snow. Although the stomach of Laura’s
corpse had been “destroyed,” 150 Dr. Snow’s examination of Laura’s pelvic
bones established that she was pregnant and had in fact delivered her
child before she died. 151

Estela’s perseverance in finding her grandchild had a larger impact
as well. When explaining Laura’s death, the government told Estela that
her daughter was shot when she refused to obey a police-ordered stop in
her car. 152 However, Dr. Snow’s techniques proved the manner in which
she was killed, which was inconsistent with the military’s story. The
post-exhumation report determined that Laura’s skull was found with
three bullets still inside of it. During the extradition proceeding against
former General Carlos Suarez-Mason, U.S. District Judge D. Lowell Jen-
sen thus concluded that probable cause existed to support a claim that
Laura had been executed. 153 Dr. Snow’s investigations would later suggest
that eighty to ninety percent of the corpses he inspected were shot “exe-
cution style.” 154 This indisputable evidence rallied Argentine communi-
ities and proved invaluable at trial to refute the junta’s denial of these
murders. 155 Dr. Snow noted that a victim’s or witness’s testimony may be
discounted by those not wanting to believe such atrocities had occurred,
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155 See Rosenberg, supra note 143, at A18.
“[b]ut it’s hard to [dismiss] a skull that has a gunshot wound to the back of the head . . . .”

The investigations that provided the Abuelas with information about their children and grandchildren also allowed culpable government officials to be held accountable. Thus, the Abuelas, who originally embarked on a narrowly focused crusade to reunify their families, found themselves at the center of broader political and social change in Argentina.

D. The Abuelas’ Impact on the Science of Identity

After years of being forced to tolerate the lies of the Argentine government regarding their children and grandchildren, the Abuelas, assisted by scientists and advocates in the international community, catalyzed a means for all citizens to learn the truth about their identities and, inadvertently, for the truth of the Dirty War to be exposed. Encouraged by the accuracy of forensic and DNA-aided identifications, the Abuelas successfully lobbied President Alfonsín and Argentina’s Congress to create the National Bank of Genetic Data. The first such genetic data bank in the world, it offered state-of-the-art services without charge to the relatives of disappeared children and to anyone whose identity was in question.

After two years of unyielding pressure from the Abuelas, President Alfonsín met with Abuelas representatives and acquiesced to certain demands: the government would work to restore all of the desaparecidos’ children to their rightful families, he would rally the support of the Argentine people in this effort, he would create a liaison for communication between the government and the Abuelas about the desaparecidos, and he would push the proposal to create the data bank through Congress. To help ensure that the data bank was accessible to everyone, it was housed at Durand Hospital in Buenos Aires. The data bank, which has received genetic information from hundreds of families, will operate at least until 2050, enabling identity verification long after the desaparecidos’ last maternal relatives have died. The same law that created the data bank also compels submission to genetic testing where identity is in dispute.
and further provides that refusal to comply will be construed as evidence of involvement in kidnapping.\textsuperscript{163} Not surprisingly, the \textit{Abuelas} supported this position, reasoning that, if parties refused testing, it was “because they ha[d] something to hide.”\textsuperscript{164}

The \textit{Abuelas} also pressured the government for an official commitment to search for their missing grandchildren. In response, the government formed the National Commission on the Right to Identity (“CONADI”) in the Interior Ministry in 1992.\textsuperscript{165} CONADI was granted broad investigatory and prosecutorial powers to work with the \textit{Abuelas}, their attorneys, state prosecutors, and the Interior Ministry’s Secretariat for Human Rights in a centralized and coordinated effort to find the missing children and return them to their biological families.\textsuperscript{166} As the evidentiary value of genetic testing became better recognized, the government also created a reparations fund to assist the \textit{Abuelas} in continuing their search.\textsuperscript{167} The fund, created in 1998, was the first of its kind and provided $25,000 per month for two years, allowing the \textit{Abuelas} enough working capital to complete the genetic data bank’s archives.\textsuperscript{168}

DNA identification continues to be an invaluable tool for aiding those who question their identity and finding those who have disappeared. The \textit{Abuelas} continue to work with CONADI and the National Bank of Genetic Data, warehousing genetic information so that, in the event that the \textit{Abuelas} are unable to find their grandchildren, their grandchildren will be able to find them. The establishment of the National Bank of Genetic Data has been instrumental in restoring Argentinean families and is an important component of Argentina’s commitment to preventing future human rights abuses. As trials for these violations continue, the use of stored DNA and genetic information will become even more valuable in exposing, and thus deterring, mass murders.\textsuperscript{169}

\textbf{E. The Abuelas’ Transformation of Argentine Adoption Law}

Satisfied with strides made in the scientific arena, the \textit{Abuelas} looked to ensure the permanent restoration of identity for their grandchildren through

\textsuperscript{163} \textit{Id}. at 72–73.
\textsuperscript{168} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{169} See Rosenberg, \textit{supra} note 143, at A18.
legislative process. They focused their efforts on developing rules of law that would give children the legal right to know their biological identities.\footnote{Arditti, supra note 2, at 145.} In 1986, they attacked Argentina’s adoption law as another culprit responsible for the protection of kidnappers and the concealment of the stolen children’s true identities.\footnote{Id. at 144.} The Abuelas challenged the secrecy of Argentina’s closed adoption system\footnote{Closed adoption systems involve sealed records, so that adopted children do not know their genetic forebears. Open adoption systems allow for contact and information to be shared between the biological and adoptive families. See Annette Ruth Appell, Blending Families through Adoption: Implications for Collaborative Adoption Law and Practice, 75 B.U.L. Rev. 997 (1995).} as fostering an environment amenable to illegal adoptions and child trafficking, both of which are serious problems in Argentina.\footnote{Arditti, supra note 2, at 155 (citing Defensa de los Niños Internacional, Venta y tráfico de niños en Argentina—Investigación ii (1989)); see also James F. Smith, Arrests Spar Debate on Old Practice; Latin America Agonizing Over Trafficking in Babies, L.A. Times, Oct. 30, 1988, at A1, available at 1988 WL 2193373; Daniel Gatti, Children—LatAm: Adoption Laws at a Crossroads, Inter Press Serv., Mar. 31, 1999, available at LEXIS, News Library, Inter Press Serv. File.} The closed adoption system enabled the Dirty War regime not only to conceal children’s true identities but also to create completely new and false identities for them, rendering the Abuelas’ search for their abducted grandchildren nearly impossible.\footnote{Arditti, supra note 2, at 144.}

The Abuelas are not opposed to adoption per se; rather, they maintain that their grandchildren were never abandoned\footnote{See Daniel Drosdoff, Children of Disappeared Persons Suffer Double Trauma, United Press Int’l, Sept. 1, 1985, available at LEXIS, News Library, UPI File.} and thus could not be legally adopted. They emphasize that in the case of true adoption, parents voluntarily relinquish their parental rights.\footnote{Arditti, supra note 2, at 139.} Thus, the Abuelas considered those with physical custody of their grandchildren guilty of illegal appropriation with no entitlement to custody.\footnote{See id.} The Abuelas rejected the idea that it is in the child’s best interest to stay with those who illegally appropriated him or her.\footnote{Id. at 140.} Instead, they believe that biological families provide the best homes for the desaparecidos’ children.\footnote{See Abuelas, English Report, supra note 132 (stating that the Abuelas’ “demand is concrete: that the children who were kidnapped as a method of political repression be restored to their legitimate families”), available at http://www.abuelas.org.ar/Libro/f_report.htm (last visited Jan. 15, 2004).} In some situations, elderly grandparents recognized that the home of younger relatives or of family members with other children could be the most appropriate environment for the child.\footnote{In the case of returned child Elena Galinari, psychologists determined that she would benefit from living in a home with other children, and thus her aunt and uncle became her parents. Caroline Graham, Was My Papa Really the Secret Policeman Who Killed My Mother?, Mail on Sunday, Sept. 10, 2000, available at 2000 WL 24064430.}
In the few instances in which their grandchildren had been adopted in good faith, the Abuelas allowed the children to remain with their adoptive families, with the condition that the biological families be permitted to remain integral parts of the children’s lives. Indeed, the Abuelas maintain that they are not “child-snatchers” but are concerned with the restoration of their grandchildren’s identities and the nullification of illegal adoptions.

They insist that adoption in general must be “official and free. Otherwise the child becomes an article for export.” The Abuelas contend that open adoption benefits all: due to the high-profile nature of the Dirty War disappearances, every child adopted during those years may be reasonably suspicious of his or her origin. Largely due to the Abuelas’ relentless campaign for the constitutional right to identity, in 1991 a genetically proven illegal adoption of a desaparecido’s child was declared null and void for the first time in Argentina’s history.

In 1994, Argentina’s legislature began drafting new adoption laws incorporating the right to identity. This legislation was provisionally approved by the House of Representatives later that year and received full Senate approval in 1997. The law created a significant change, requiring as a condition to adoption that a child be informed at an appropriate time of his or her adoption. Further, the law provided that “[a]dopted children will have the right to know their true biological identity and will have access to their adoption file once they have reached the age of eighteen.” The reformed system thus allows all adopted people at the age of majority to know their places of origin, the conditions surrounding their births, and the identities of their birth mothers. Additionally, the rule facilitates the exchange of valuable information to those in need.
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need of their medical histories, aiding the detection of potential hereditary anomalies.191

V. THE ABUELAS’ FIGHT AGAINST SILENCE AND IMPUNITY

In addition to the previously discussed unintended outcomes—the creation of new humanitarian uses for forensic investigation, the expansion of these uses to establish a National Bank of Genetic Data, and the effectuation of a more open Argentine adoption system—the Abuelas’ initially narrow fight to reunify their families created broad ripples in the Argentine political and social climate. Their efforts have come to symbolize the need for truth and openness in a country plagued by fear and silence. In their continuing crusade to find their grandchildren and ensure no others would be “lost,” the Abuelas exposed the junta’s systematic plan to abduct and then illegally adopt out the children of the disappeared. This unveiling eventually led to the successful criminal prosecution of many of the government officials involved, a declaration that the two amnesty laws that shielded the junta officials were unconstitutional, and the promulgation of several international human rights laws regarding forced disappearances.

A. Exposing the Systematic Plan

As a natural extension of their search for their grandchildren, the Abuelas began to fight to change the government’s silence and denial surrounding the Dirty War. They sought to expose the government’s abduction and theft of hundreds of children’s identities. In December 1996, the Abuelas commenced legal action to determine the fates of the hundreds of babies born in captivity.192 Working with U.S. State Department officials and American human rights groups, the Abuelas gathered information allowing them to prove the identities of a large number of their missing grandchildren.193 They presented evidence of illegal appropriation of 240 children born in captivity and not returned to their biological families.194 They also filed criminal charges against military officers, accusing them of implementing a systematic and premeditated plan to abduct, change the identities of, and illegally adopt their grandchildren.195

191 See id.
193 LaFranchi, Relentless Grandmothers, supra note 50, at 1, available at 1999 WL 5383480.
The _Abuelas_ were innovative in their strategies and looked for loopholes in the existing legislation that could redefine or reinterpret Argentina’s detrimental amnesty laws.\(^{196}\) When the military officers were tried for human rights abuses in 1985, they did not face charges for child abduction.\(^{197}\) For example, although General Videla was sentenced to life in prison during the 1985 trials for a multitude of crimes,\(^{198}\) the tribunal did not find sufficient evidence to convict him of the appropriation of children, reasoning that there was no proof that the crime was “systematically practiced” by the regime.\(^{199}\) The absurd result was that he would not be charged for any isolated incidents of kidnapping either. However, the _Abuelas_ then discovered that the amnesty laws promulgated by Alfonsín did not absolve the crime of kidnapping and that the kidnapping charges were not included in the Menem pardons.\(^{200}\) Thus, if the _Abuelas_ could prove a systematic plan of abduction and adoption, the junta officers could be convicted and sentenced through new trials for kidnapping.

Investigations into the _Abuelas_’ allegations of child abduction did in fact reveal an organized plan by the junta regime to kidnap the _desaparecidos_’ babies and to falsify the babies’ identities through forged documents.\(^{201}\) Records obtained during a raid upon the navy headquarters and other navy offices produced suspect birth certificates and records of either infertile women giving birth or women giving birth in unknown locations—all dating back to the period of the regime.\(^{202}\) According to the testimonies of ESMA survivors, the junta had an administrative infrastructure for the creation of false documents to identify both detainees and their captors,\(^{203}\) to carry out new unlawful activities,\(^{204}\) and to provide new identities for the stolen babies born in captivity.\(^{205}\) Decades after the disappearance of their children and grandchildren, the _Abuelas_ were formally vindicated when Argentine federal judge Maria Servini de Cubria ordered the arrest of six retired naval officers for running illicit adoption
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\(^{198}\) He was convicted of “66 homicides, 306 abductions, 96 cases of torture, four cases of torture ending in death and 26 robberies.” Valente, _Loophole_, supra note 35, available at 1998 WL 5987685.
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\(^{200}\) See Valente, _Court Orders_, supra note 195, available at 2000 WL 28919964 (stating that “[n]one of the officers tried in the 1980s for human rights abuses was charged with the crime of kidnapping children because there was not enough evidence of a systematic plan. For that reason, the pardon and amnesty laws did not cover those charges.”).
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\(^{203}\) See Feitlowitz, supra note 8, at 216.

\(^{204}\) See _NUNCA MÁS_, supra note 9, at 272–73 (documenting illegal activities such as the sale of stolen property, the use of stolen vehicles, the use of houses belonging to the disappeared, and the manufacture of passports and identity cards for entry and exit from the country).

rings from the secret detention centers. The arrests served as a commitment that the theft and illegal adoption of the Abuelas’ grandchildren would finally be thoroughly investigated.

B. Holding the Government Accountable

In 1998, Judge Roberto José Marquevich became the second Argentine federal judge to investigate the systematic abduction of the desaparecidos’ babies and was appalled by the regime’s “attempt to kill a child’s identity [and] to force the formation of a new identity in [its] image.” He criticized the military pardons, stating that “[t]hese were crimes against nature [that] transcended any pardon.” The military’s policy served as instruction in the methods by which the children would be handled and the means by which their identities would be buried under falsified documents and subterfuge. Judge Marquevich opined that “[t]here is no precedent . . . for this type of case,” in which “the secret police systematically [stole] the fruit of the womb of the people they tortured and killed.” He delivered a well-reasoned opinion that the junta’s crimes were of such gravity that they should be considered crimes against humanity, that the amnesty laws could not shield them, and that under international law they would not escape charges because of arbitrary statutes of limitations. Judge Marquevich also supported the Abuelas’ position that the judiciary owed it to the children “to tell them the truth.”

In a parallel case, Judge Adolfo Bagnasco began what would become the largest investigation of the kidnappings. Although the junta took pains to destroy all documentation of the illegal adoptions, Judge Bagnasco was able to piece together evidence provided by the Abuelas and other witnesses that proved the existence of a well-organized plan to abduct babies from the imprisoned desaparecidos to give to members of the regime. Judge Bagnasco heard testimonies from doctors, nurses,
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and midwives who stated that blindfolded, pregnant detainees were brought to the ESMA and Campo de Mayo’s makeshift “maternity wards” to give birth, with strict orders that their identities be concealed. They testified that the prisoners’ labor was induced in the middle of the night so there would be fewer witnesses to the births. According to the participating military officers, after giving birth, these mothers were driven to the Campo de Mayo hangar, flown out in military planes, and thrown alive into the sea. From these testimonies and the altered medical records seized from the military hospitals dating back to the junta regime, Judge Bagnasco found enough evidence to investigate 194 cases of baby theft.

Judge Bagnasco determined that there were two stages in the regime’s organized baby-theft plan. He defined the first stage as covering the initial three years of the junta regime, and he found it unlikely that during this time the military leaders who frequented the detention centers would not have known of the abductions. He characterized the second stage as a “cover-up” period in which military leaders attempted to hide their predecessors’ abductions. This second stage often included “second disappearances,” in which parents who illegally adopted children fled the country when their children’s identities became known. The Abuelas’ identification of this phenomenon was significant in influencing the Organization of American States (“OAS”) to expand the Pan-American Convention of Human Rights to increase protection for the rights of the children who disappeared and to invoke the Montevideo Treaty requiring the extradition of alleged kidnappers.

Judge Bagnasco found eight charged military leaders culpable for the abductions and ordered their arrest. He acknowledged that the in-
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225 Id. at 129. The OAS has been a powerful ally to the Abuelas in their search for the disappeared. In 1978, the OAS requested the opportunity to investigate the many reports of disappearances that flooded their office. Id. at 37–38. In exchange for U.S. Vice President Mondale’s approval of loans to Argentina that the United States had blocked because of the human rights violations in Argentina, General Videla allowed the OAS, through its Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (“IACHR”), to investigate and ultimately document a devastating 5580 human rights violations. Id. at 38. The IACHR report was banned in Argentina but copies were smuggled in, weakening the claims of the dictatorship and raising the spirits of the families of the disappeared. Id.
226 LaFranchi, Relentless Grandmothers, supra note 50, at 1, available at 1999 WL 5383480.
vestigations would inevitably reveal painful details, but he felt that “[t]he search for truth [was] very important.”227 He further asserted that “[p]eople must know what happened; think about why it happened—and ensure that such things never happen again.”228

C. Recognition of the Human Rights Abuses Committed by the Regime

The international community responded to the Argentine situation by recognizing the crimes of the junta regime as human rights violations. The 1983 U.N. Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Forced Disappearance229 and the 1983 and 1984 Resolutions of the General Assembly of the OAS all declared the systematic practice of forced disappearance of persons to be a crime against humanity.230 Article 18 of the U.N. Declaration provides that known or suspected perpetrators of enforced disappearance “shall not benefit from any special amnesty law or similar measure that might have the effect of exempting them from any criminal proceedings or sanction.”231 The U.N. Declaration further facilitates prosecution of those who commit crimes against humanity by stipulating that no statute of limitations applies to such complaints.232

On a national level, in a landmark decision on March 6, 2001, federal Judge Gabriel Cavallo declared unconstitutional and void Argentina’s Full Stop and Due Obedience laws, which had shielded hundreds of lower-level officers accused of human rights violations during the regime.233 Judge Cavallo agreed with the Abuelas’ challenge to the validity of the amnesty laws, arguing that the accused could not retain immunity for the kidnapping, torture, and murder of the desaparecidos while standing
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trial for the kidnapping of their children.\textsuperscript{234} Cavallo emphasized the inconsistency in punishing the guilty for only part of their crime.\textsuperscript{235}

In a 188-page decision based on international human rights laws and Argentina’s duty to comply with those laws, Judge Cavallo found the amnesty laws in violation of Sections 29 and 118 of the Argentine Constitution,\textsuperscript{236} and in conflict with Argentina’s obligation to bring to justice those responsible for crimes against humanity.\textsuperscript{237} He further stated that the Argentine Constitution and current international law prohibited amnesty in such cases.\textsuperscript{238} In his opinion, Judge Cavallo relied upon the Convention Against Torture (“CAT”),\textsuperscript{239} the American Convention on Human Rights,\textsuperscript{240} and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (“ICCPR”)\textsuperscript{241} to conclude that the crimes committed by two military officers amounted to crimes against humanity.\textsuperscript{242}

\textsuperscript{234} Valente, Judge Revokes, supra note 233, available at 2001 WL 4802984.
\textsuperscript{235} Id.
\textsuperscript{236} Section 29 provides:

\begin{quote}
Congress may not vest on the National Executive Power—nor may the provincial legislatures vest on the provincial governors—extraordinary powers or the total public authority; it may not grant acts of submission or supremacy whereby the life, honor, or wealth of the Argentine people will be at the mercy of governments or any person whatsoever. Acts of this nature shall be utterly void, and shall render those who formulate them, consent to them or sign them, liable to be condemned as infamous traitors to their fatherland.
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{237} Id. § 118.
\textsuperscript{242} Valente, Judge Revokes, supra note 233, available at 2001 WL 4802984. Judge Cavallo also applied the Inter-American Convention on the Forced Disappearance of
Judge Cavallo found that there existed an obligation to punish perpetrators of human rights violations, affirmed by the United Nations Human Rights Committee (“UNHRC”): a “State party is under a duty . . . to prosecute criminally, try and punish those held responsible for” forced disappearances and extrajudicial executions. The UNHRC stated that the Full Stop and Due Obedience laws “deny effective remedies to victims of human rights violations . . . .” As such, the amnesty laws further contributed to “an atmosphere of impunity . . . .” The U.N. Committee against Torture also concluded in its 1989 report that, although “a democratically elected post-military authority . . . enacted the Punto Final and the Due Obedience Acts[,] . . . the Committee deem[ed these laws] to be incompatible with the spirit and purpose of [CAT].”

In October 2001, Judge Claudio Bonadío became the second federal judge to nullify the amnesty laws. The federal appeals court of Argentina followed this lead one month later, affirming Judge Cavallo’s decision. In addition, on August 30, 2002, Argentine Attorney General
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Nicolas Becerra recommended to the Argentine Supreme Court the abolition of the blanket amnesty laws. Becerra focused on the link between Argentina’s present-day violence and its legacy of human rights violations, arguing that the Supreme Court was constitutionally mandated to protect the dignity of Argentine society. While Becerra’s brief is not binding, it exerts political pressure as a barometer of the feelings of the Argentine people. A public opinion poll revealed that seventy-eight percent of the population supported Judge Cavallo’s decision and desired the resumption of the military trials.

While the citizens of Argentina await the Supreme Court decision, they may take solace in the lower courts’ actions against the impunity of state terrorism. Along with the continued activism of the Abuelas, those decisions bring them closer to attaining justice for the victims of the human rights abuses committed by the junta regime. The Abuelas continue to advocate for the punishment of those guilty of the disappearances of their children and grandchildren because if “there is no justice, no one can ensure that this will not happen again.”

VI. The Will for the Future

Although in the last decade the Abuelas have made great strides in ending the culture of silence and impunity surrounding their government, many conditions that allowed the juntas to assume and abuse power during the Dirty War still exist in Argentina today. To prevent a return to the terror of the 1970s and 1980s, the Argentine people must never forget the Dirty War and its legacy. What the Abuelas began must be carried forward by future generations so that no victim will ever be forgotten and no person need ever fear political violence. As the Abuelas’ mission to find their grandchildren comes to a close, the need for new watchdogs of truth and openness becomes increasingly apparent.
A. The Continuing Danger of Silence and Impunity

Argentina’s fragile state must avoid becoming vulnerable to a regime employing violence and terror to maintain control. Argentina’s worsening recession continues to take its toll on citizens: in 2002 the country’s currency suffered a devaluation of seventy percent, unemployment rose to over twenty-one percent, and more than half of Argentina’s population now lives below the poverty line.\footnote{Country Reports, Argentina 2002, supra note 249, available at http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrpt/2002/18317pf.htm.} The rising poverty has been linked to increased incidents of crime,\footnote{See Marcela Valente, Rights—Argentina: As Poverty-Linked Arrests Grow, Torture Spreads, INTER PRESS SERV., Apr. 14, 2003, available at LEXIS, News Library, Inter Press Serv. File.} lending support to the Abuelas’ fears of terrorist resurgence. Argentine human rights group CELS (Center for Legal and Social Studies) reports that although torture cases and police brutality are increasing, victims are afforded little redress.\footnote{Id.} In over three thousand of such reports between 1998 and 2002, only four went to trial, and three resulted in conviction.\footnote{Id.} Torture of incarcerated minors doubled in one year and remains largely unchecked due to a lack of judicial interest as well as victims’ fears of reprisals.\footnote{Id.} In September 2002, gunmen fired at the home of an Abuelas’ founder, who had filed complaints of police torture with the Supreme Court.\footnote{Id.} As Attorney General Becerra noted, the Argentine state “has deteriorated—institutional functions, the quality of life, the value of our currency, public trust, public faith, the poverty level, the desire to renew public confidence. A state which can scarcely provide law, security and guarantees”\footnote{Argentine Attorney-General, supra note 249, available at LEXIS, News Library, BBC Worldwide Monitoring File.} has little to offer its citizens. Now more than ever it is clear that Argentina must continue to fight to sustain the Abuelas’ advances in establishing an open and free society and to ensure that the Dirty War’s atrocities do not recur.

B. Will Justice Prevail?

Argentina has an obligation under both national and international law to prosecute those responsible for the Dirty War atrocities. As a party to CAT, Argentina agreed that “competent authorities [will] proceed to a prompt and impartial investigation, wherever there is reasonable ground to believe that an act of torture has been committed in any territory under its jurisdiction.”\footnote{CAT, supra note 239, art. 12, available at http://www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/b/h_}
stances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal political instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a justification of torture.”

The regime’s systematic practice of abduction, torture, and murder clearly fall within the scope of CAT, and as a signatory, Argentina has a duty to prosecute those who act in violation of its guarantees. Pursuant to CAT, “[a]n order from a superior officer or a public authority may not be invoked as a justification of torture.” Consequently, claims by lower-level officials seeking immunity by reason of compliance with Due Obedience laws are unsupported, rendering their actions unexcused.

Moreover, failure by Argentina to prosecute Dirty War criminals would constitute a violation of Article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Article 7 of the ICCPR, which both provide that “[n]o one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”

While Argentine courts cannot undo the torture committed by the regime, they must make diligent efforts to punish those charged with such crimes. As early as 1995, the UNHRC found the Full Stop and Due Obedience laws in violation of the ICCPR. To comply with the ICCPR, Argentina must ensure that anyone whose freedoms are violated has “an effective remedy . . . determined by competent judicial, administrative or legislative authorities, or by any other competent authority provided for by the legal system of the State . . . .” Consequently, Argentina would be in violation of its duties pursuant to party requirements of the ICCPR if it failed to seek prosecutions for the Dirty War criminals.

If the Supreme Court of Argentina were to uphold the amnesty laws and refuse to try the crimes, those accused of human rights abuses would still be subject to the application of international law in any other member nation to which they might travel. Indeed, even if Argentina is unwilling to hold these criminals accountable for their atrocities, other countries are willing to do it for them. A June 2003 ruling by the Mexican Supreme Court, which granted extradition of accused murderer and torturer Ricardo Miguel Cavallo, signaled a major victory for human rights.
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groups and for advocates of “universal jurisdiction” over the prosecution of Dirty War criminals. Universal jurisdiction is based on the concept that “some human rights violations are so gross that all countries have a legitimate interest in prosecuting them” no matter where the crimes were committed and without regard to the nationality of the victims or the abusers. The principle, as applied in Cavallo’s case, allows for one country’s extradition of a human rights violator to a second country to be tried for crimes committed in a third country.

Cavallo’s extradition was also sought by Judge Baltasar Garzon of Spain on behalf of Spanish-born Argentine victims. Aided by the testimony and evidence provided by the Abuelas, Judge Garzon originally investigated several Dirty War criminals in 1998, in spite of the amnesty laws, and opined that these were crimes of genocide that could not be granted amnesty. Judge Garzon, famous for his attempt to extradite Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet for his commission of human rights crimes, presented Cavallo with a 196-page indictment for his involvement in the disappearance of 227 people and the kidnapping and torture of 110 others during the Dirty War. Judge Garzon ordered Cavallo, known to his captives as “Serpico,” a “specialist in psychological terror,” to await his 2004 trial in prison, finding that his crimes of genocide and terrorism “assault[ed] the very essence of humanity.” Cavallo’s extradition may finally bring some measure of justice to victims of the Dirty War, or at a minimum, ensure that there will be no “safe haven” for perpetrators of the most serious human rights violations.

In July 2003, just two months after Argentina’s most recent national elections, Argentine President Nestor Kirchner made good on his platform pledge to end the “culture of impunity” and signed a decree allowing the extradition of forty-six alleged Dirty War criminals sought by
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Spain on charges of genocide. However, in a perceived step backward for international justice, the Spanish government decided not to seek extradition, basing its decision on the principle of territoriality that “[w]hen certain crimes are committed in a country and it is possible to try them, it must be done in that country.” In fact, President Kirchner wished to see the alleged criminals tried on Argentine soil, as did the Abuelas and other human rights groups, who appealed to Congress for the ability to punish the guilty in their own courts with the aid of their own institutions. Thus, while the Abuelas’ efforts have led to significant strides in creating a culture of awareness and accountability in Argentina, there is still much to be done to bring justice to the victims of the Dirty War and to ensure that nothing similar will ever happen again.

C. The HIJOS: Continuing the Abuelas’ Crusade

Members of the Abuelas, now in their seventies and eighties, have actively enlisted a new generation to carry on their crusade. The HIJOS, the children of the disappeared, are an example of one group prepared to take on the task. Hijos means children, and “the acronym stands for Hijos por la Identidad y la Justicia y contra el Olvido y el Silencio (‘Children for Identity and Justice and Against Forgetting and Silence’).” The HIJOS originated when seventy young people formed the first national organization of the children of those who disappeared under the military regime. Most of these HIJOS live with the knowledge that not only were their real parents murdered but they were folded into families of the very people responsible for their parents’ deaths. While the HIJOS seek punishment for those guilty of Dirty War crimes, their most important goals are to locate and connect with other children stolen during the regime and to find answers about their own identities.
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Carolina Guallane is one such hija. In 1995, Carolina initiated proceedings to uncover her true identity after becoming suspicious that she was the daughter of parents killed during the regime. DNA testing proved that she was the daughter of Enrique Cortassa and Blanca Zapata, who were abducted in 1977, when Carolina, whom they named Paula Cortassa, was less than a year old. Carolina also learned that her mother was pregnant at the time of her abduction and may have given birth while she was in prison. She has since established a relationship with her biological grandparents and still hopes to locate a brother or sister. “Little by little,” she says, “I am fulfilling my goals: to recover my identity, identify my parents and learn what happened to them, to find my grandparents and, finally, recover my sibling.”

A recurring sentiment among the HIJOS is the desire to be reunited with their biological families. Some state that when they were young, it was easier to imagine that their parents had developed amnesia and had moved to another part of the world; others carried photos of their birth parents and peered into homes they passed hoping to find them inside. Many expressed profound relief in knowing that their parents had not abandoned them. Now older and mature beyond their years, they view their parents differently—“as activists who wanted to change an unjust system”—and they see their parents’ struggle as their own.

The desaparecidos’ struggle is carried on in different ways by the HIJOS. Twenty-five-year-old Juliana Cassatero is a research biologist and spends more than twelve hours a day in her laboratory studying DNA, working for human rights causes. Juliana witnessed her parents’ abduction when she was only three years old. Raised by grandparents who became human rights activists, she admitted initial anger over the fact that her parents had not left the country to escape the repressive regime. Her anger eventually gave way to an understanding of the purpose of her parents’ fight, and through the HIJOS, she too began working...
for social justice. While she is discouraged that the problems that her mother and father fought against still exist, she remains resolved in her work, believing “the best revenge—if you want to put it that way—is to carry on our parents’ struggle.”

Frustrated with the absence of judicial response to the crimes of the regime, other HIJOS have begun escraches, or “outings.”

When HIJOS discover a member of the military who has tortured and killed, they go to his neighborhood, put up posters and placards with his image and his past history, and talk to the neighbors, telling them a murderer and torturer lives there. The idea is to provoke social condemnation.

The HIJOS reason that if the courts will not act “because of lack of courage or will, then the torturers at least suffer the censure of their neighbors . . .” Paula Eva Logares, the first grandchild whose identity was genetically proven, is now twenty-eight and participates in HIJOS protests as a coping mechanism to deal with the revelation of being raised by the very man accused of killing her parents. Rather than dwell on her painful past, she prefers instead to keep fighting for justice to “make sure that people don’t forget the horrors of the dictatorship years.”

The now-adult children of the disappeared do not want to live in a society that ignores the state-sponsored terrorism that killed their parents, and they “believe the organizations responsible for the repression continue in much the same way today.” Some HIJOS have even been threatened with violence themselves. Members of the Madres, Abuelas, and
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On May 25, Maria Alejandra Bonafini, the daughter of political activist Hebe de Bonafini, was attacked by unknown hooded assailants in the home she shares with her mother in La Plata, Buenos Aires Province. The victim reported that the attackers put a plastic bag over her head, beat her and burned her arms and back
the judiciary also continue to receive threats against their lives and fear the resurgence of the death squads of the old regime. The U.S. State Department reports that the police continue to use excessive force on demonstrators, that they despotically arrest and detain citizens, and that, despite the Argentine Constitution’s provision of an independent judiciary, the government’s broad prosecutorial discretion contributes to arbitrary decisions, inordinate delays, pervasive incompetence, and corruption.

VII. CONCLUSION: UNA VUELTA A LA VIDA—A RETURN TO LIFE

From their small office on the west side of Buenos Aires, the Abuelas remain committed to finding their grandchildren and to helping all who question their identities. To date, the Abuelas have located and identified ninety-seven of the “living disappeared.” “The dictatorship was aimed at breaking the family apart,” the members assert, and “[e]very time we find children and restore them to their biological parents, we’re mending the breaks.” The Abuelas are encouraged by their successes, but they are never complacent:

In spite of the success we already had with the children we have found, . . . we don’t fool ourselves. We realize that the cases we have already solved are the easiest ones. The most difficult ones are the ones yet to be solved. But we won’t rest until we find all our children.

with cigarettes. According to Amnesty International, which issued a widespread appeal on behalf of both the women, she had received death threats related to her mother’s work. The elder Bonafini declined to meet with the Under Secretary for Human Rights about the case, and she and her daughter refused protection offered by the Government because they believed that security forces were responsible for the attack.
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Estela Barnes de Carlotto adds, “Each case is a triumph of truth over lies, horror and deceit.”

If anything positive has come of the Dirty War, it is that the Abuelas have wrought change within Argentina and have increased the international community’s awareness of the horrors of armed conflict and domestic strife. Working with the Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Abuelas helped to draft and present an article to the United Nations Working Group, which was ultimately incorporated into the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child (“CRC”). Commonly known as the “Argentine Article,” Article 8 provides:

1. States Parties undertake to respect the right of the child to preserve his or her identity, including nationality, name and family relations as recognized by law without unlawful interference.
2. Where a child is illegally deprived of some or all of the elements of his or her identity, States Parties shall provide appropriate assistance and protection with a view to speedily re-establishing his or her identity.

The final adopted article came about through the compromise necessary for unanimous ratification by countries who objected to the mandatory incorporation of “identity” into their own domestic laws and by those who foresaw a potential conflict with reproductive technologies. Although it is not as protective as the original proposal drafted in large part by the Abuelas, it has provided the much-needed legal muscle to force states to recognize a child’s right to the preservation of his or her identity and to require state action to “restore that identity when it has been put in jeopardy.”
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Enforcement of this guarantee is provided for in the U.N. Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance. Article 20.3 of the U.N. Declaration states: “The abduction of children of parents subjected to enforced disappearance or of children born during their mother’s enforced disappearance, and the act of altering or suppressing documents attesting to their true identity, shall constitute an extremely serious offense, which shall be punished as such.” Accordingly, the children and families of the disappeared can pursue legal redress to recover their true identities. The Abuelas were also responsible for the inclusion of Articles 7 and 11 of the CRC guaranteeing the rights of children to “be themselves, to have their family and identity,” as well as for the implementation of the CRC after its incorporation into Argentine law.

The work that the Abuelas started toward an open and truthful Argentine society is not yet finished. Those, such as the HIJOS, who face the challenges of the political and social climate of Argentina today, should mark well the astounding accomplishments of a small group of women searching for their lost grandchildren, yet they must realize that much still must be done to prevent Argentina from returning to the secretive and terrorized society of the junta regime. The international community should likewise heed the warnings of the dangers found in the silence of Argentina’s Dirty War and receive inspiration from a grassroots movement’s efforts to combat them.
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